TRACT SC 1-18
T36N R1W Section 23
Township of Harmony

Legend
- Survey Monument
- Snowmobile Trail
- Wetland
- Intermittent Stream
- Blue Line
- Snowmobile Trail
- Woods Road
- Green Tree Retention

1 in = 917 feet

Spring Creek Way
Aspen 30yrs old

Map by: R Windmoeller & K. Schmidt

SPRING CREEK FLOWAGE
N Fork Jump River
Young Aspen
PRICE CO FOREST
N Fork Jump River

SPECIES | APPROXIMATE VOLUME | MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE BID
---|---|---
Aspen | 1600 tons | $12.00/ton
Mx Hwd | 800 tons | $12.00/ton

- Sale access via an existing woods road and snowmobile trail. Possible summer chance.
- Sale Boundaries: Red Line and Blue Line.
- Sale will be mill scale using a 30 day billing period. 2 year contract.
- **Regeneration Harvest (63 ac):** Cut all aspen containing 1 pulp stick and larger to a 4” top. Cut all hardwood containing 2 sticks pulp and larger to a 4” top.
- Do not cut oak, thornapple and all conifer spp.
- No logging debris allowed in wetlands or across blue lines. Keep all logging debris inside sale boundary.
- Snowmobile trail must be kept free of logging debris daily Dec.1 to April 1.
- This map is not a survey of the actual boundary of any property this map depicts.
- Sale Contact Info: Tom Onchuck, Park Fall DNR Service Center, 715-762-1358, Email: thomas.onchuck@wisconsin.gov
- **No Rutting Allowed!!!**